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Important Info from Supervisor 

•  --Please sit by subject groups 

 

•  Science Fair, going on now! 

•  -end of year, stick to pacing, finish year strong (HOTS 
projects) 

•  Don’t forget about encouraging STEM careers (see 
newhavenscience.org/STEM) 

•  -4th quarter assessments due June 25. 

•  -Check with Richard re: placement/next year jobs… 
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REMINDER: CCSS ELA-HST standards 
intersect with Science Practices! 
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Common Core ELA Standards are not the totality of what 
students should know and be able to do. 
 
Common Core ELA Standards provide a common 
approach and language to how students interact with 
text. 
 
“Text” is defined as beyond sentences and paragraphs of 
words into all sources of information. 
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ELA Common Core Instructional Shifts 

1. Building knowledge through content-rich 
nonfiction and informational texts (note, in science 
they still need experiences FIRST and OFTEN!) 
 

2. Reading, writing and speaking grounded in 
evidence from text, both literary and informational  
(sources) 
 

3. Regular practice with complex text and its 
academic language 
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Academic Vocabulary: Tier I, II, III 
 

Recommended SPECIFIC 
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 

•  1. Word Sorts 

•  2. Preview in Context 

•  3. Frayer Model 

•  (from before…. Word Wall?) 
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Academic Vocabulary review 

•  Turn and Talk….. What strategies have you used since Feb 
(if any)? What made it effective? 
–  Marzano Strategies 
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Marzano�s Six Step Process for Academic 
Vocab  

 1. The teacher provides a description, explanation, or example of the term. 
(NOT DEFINITION!... ) a ___ does this, not a ___ is  

2. Linguistic definition – students restate the description, explanation, or 
example in their own words. 

3. Nonlinguistic definition – students construct a picture, pictograph, symbolic 
representation, or act out the term. 

4. The teacher extends and refines understanding of the word by engaging 
students in activities that help them add to their  knowledge of the terms in 
vocabulary notebooks. 

5. Periodically ask students to discuss the terms with one another. 

6. Involve students in games that enable them to play with the terms and 
reinforce word knowledge. 
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Today’s Agenda 

•  QAR Question-Answer Relationship (similar to text 
dependent questions) 
–  Types of Questions   

•  Practice with article (text) 

•  Practice with graphic “Mining Mountains” 

•  Instructional Strategies 
–  Write Pair Share 

 “Think Aloud” 

–  Fishbowl  
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QAR 

•  Question – Answer Relationships 

•  Help students realize the answers they seek are related to 
the type of question that is asked 

•  Requires teachers to intentionally craft different types of 
questions 

•  Two types 
–  “In the Book” 

–  “In My Head” 
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Why should students understand QAR? 

Explain to students that you are going to teach them about 
questions that teachers and test-makers like to ask. 

 

“There are four general types of questions. If you know 
these four general types, you will not only be able to ask 

better questions, but you will also be able to answer 
questions more easily.” 
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“In the Book” QAR 

•  Right There 
–  The answer is in one place in the text 

–  Often the words used to create the question are in the text 

–  Can highlight or underline words, phrases or a sentence to answer 
the question 

•  Think and Search 
–  The answer is in the text but you have to look in several different 

sentences to find it 

–  Answers are broken up or scattered throughout the text 

–  Requires a grasp of multiple ideas across paragraphs or pages 
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Text Explicit In-the-Book “Right There” 

Question Prompts 

•  Where does this person live? 

•  When does this story take place? 

•  What does this person do for a living? 
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Text Explicit In-the-Book “Think & Search” 

Question Prompts 

•  Where are the important ideas in the text? 

•  How can you prove that this person is (brave, loyal, kind)? 

•  What kinds of challenges did the person face? 

•  What are the person’s major accomplishments? 

•  Based on the text, what conclusion can you draw about… 
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“In My Head” QAR 

•  Author and You 
–  The answer is not in the text 

–  You need information that the author has given you combined with 
what you already know 

•  On My Own 
–  The answer is not in the text 

–  You might not need to read the text to be able to answer it 
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Text Implicit In-My-Head “Author and You” 

Question Prompts 

•  Why did the author…? 

•  What was the most surprising part of the book or article? 

•  If you could add to, take away, or change a part of the book 
or article what would you change and why? 

•  What questions do you still have about this topic? 
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Text Implicit In-My-Head “On My Own” 

Question Prompts 

•  When have you…(felt proud/ashamed, did something for 
the first time)? 

•  What do you think it would be like to…(climb a mountain, 
fly a plane, compete in the Olympics)? 

•  What do you think about…(kids having a hobby that is 
potentially dangerous, use of cell phone in schools)? 
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Sample Story 
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Mark felt his way across the unlighted room. “Ouch!” he grumbled, as 
his bare toe hit the cold metal leg of an unforgiving kitchen chair.  Why 
was it always  more difficult finding your way back to bed than heading 
to the kitchen for that beckoning chicken leg. In the last week, Mark had 
cut his finger on a carelessly placed knife while he was using the edge 
of the counter as a guide, and then he bruised his knee when he missed 
the top step of the stairs. “I wish I had some magic, see-in-the-dark 
glasses,” he chocked, still chewing on that last morsel of chicken. “I’d be 
a millionaire. Everybody who has ever heard a chocolate chip cookie 
whisper alluringly or a pickle cackle, ‘come here’ should buy my stalker 
glasses. I would OOOW!” Mark stopped dead as the back of the couch 
punched him in the stomach. 

Sample Text and Questions 

 
Type: _____________________ 
 
What did Mark say when he hit his 
toe? 
 

 
Type: ______________________ 
 
What injuries did Mark suffer? 
 

 
Type: ______________________ 
 
If you were Mark, what might you do to 
eliminate all injuries? 

 
Type: ______________________ 
 
If you could invent anything in the 
world, what would it be? 
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INSTRUCTION vs. INSTRUCTIONS 
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Get handout on QAR (cheat sheet and graphic 
(mining mountains) and article  on oil siplls 

•  Come up with each type of question for the article and the 
graphic… try yourself, then discuss at the table…. 
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Try it out 

•  Working with a partner or in triads, create at least one of 
each question type based on the text and visual. 

 

•  Each team will share their questions and the group will 
identify the question type. 
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Write Pair Share Activity 
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-Give article to students. 
-Students read part of article.,  
-Stop and generate INDIVIDUALLY 
one of each kind of QAR question, --
Then pair share,  
-Make sure the answer is 
appropriate 
-Decide together which questions/
answers to share 
 

Think-Aloud Strategy  

•  Makes the learning process transparent to students 

•  The intent behind the think-aloud lessons was to help 
students develop the ability to monitor their reading 
comprehension. 

•  This metacognitive awareness is a crucial component of 
learning because it enables learners to asses their level of 
comprehension and adjust their strategies for greater 
success. 
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When and How? 

•  Teaching strategy, typically well placed at the beginning of 
the lesson or during the mini-lesson 

•  Becomes a demonstration of what students will need to do 
independently or collaboratively in groups 

•  First select a text to read aloud  

•  Stop in strategic areas and think aloud to predict, visualize, 
infer, question, summarize, connect and/or synthesize 
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Discussion Technique: Fishbowl 

In a fishbowl activity a group of learners is selected to discuss 
a topic while the remaining learners observe, take notes, and 

later reflect upon the discussion. 
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•  Which strategies are most useful? 

•  What are others? 
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Links to Previous PD 

•  See www.newhavenscience.org/ScienceCCSS.htm 

•  Especially on text-dependent questions 
(ScienceCommonCore powerpoint ) 

•  -Academic Vocabulary 

•  -Writing Rubrics 

•  March 2014 Educational Leadership Using Assessments 
Thoughtfully: The Right Questions, The Right Way. 
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